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Meeting of the AristotelianSociety, at 21 BedfordSquare,London,W.C.1,
on 8th March, 1965, at 7.30 p.m.

X-ARISTOTLE'S DOCTRINE THAT
VIRTUE IS A " MEAN "
By W. F. R.

HARDIE

"WE must, however, not only describe virtue as a state of
character,but also say what sort of state it is" (poia tis)
(E.N. II 6, 1106al4-15). Aristotle'sansweris that it is a state
concerned with choice (prohairetik1), lying in a mean

(en mesoteti) relative to us (pros hemds) and determined by

a rationalprinciple (logo), the principleby which the man of
practicalwisdom (ho phronimos)would detennineit (1106b361107a2). Each phrase in this statementof the differentiaof
virtue is difficult. We have to look furtheron in the E.N. for
much of the explanationneeded:Aristotle'saccountof choice is
in Book III, his accountof practicalwisdomin Book VI. I shall
considernow the statementthat virtueis, or lies in, a mean.
Commentatorsand criticshave had a greatdeal to say about
Aristotle's
and aroundthis celebrateddoctrine. Not surprisingly,
view that moderationis good, and excessto be avoided,had been
anticipatedby popularmoralityand by poets as well as by Plato.
Also not surprisingly,the concept of a mathematicalmean,
especiallyif allowedto expandto cover any sort of quantitative
rule or formula, has many applicationsin the philosophy of
Aristotle himself and of his predecessors:applicationsfor the
theory of what is good and bad in art and in the condition,
healthyor unhealthy,of livingbodies;applications,in Aristotle's
works, to the physiologyof perceptionand the constitutionof
physicalbodies. Hence the student of the E.N. is bombarded
with quotationsfrom, and referencesto, the works of Plato and
otherworksof Aristotle. The studentis facedalso by the widely
rangingcriticismswhich have been directedagainstthe doctrine
of the mean. Aristotleis accusedof spoilingPlato and of failing
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to anticipateKant. All this commentand criticismis usually
relevantand sometimeshelpful. But it is not alwaysneededto
enableus to understandwhat Aristotlesays in the E.N., and it
is sometimesonly distantlyrelevantand sometimesconfused. It
is important,therefore,to start from what Aristotlesays in the
E.N. If and so far as what he says can be understood,the
pursuitand disentanglingof similarand connectedideas in the
works of Plato, and in other works of Aristotle,is not essential
for the studyof Aristotle'smoralphilosophy.
We have had a preliminarystatementof the doctrine in
E.N. II 2. Aristotle has just warnedus that, in the sphere of
action as in medicineor navigation,any generalaccount must
lack detailand precision(1103b34-1104a1O).He then offersthe
generalizationthat, as in the case of strengthand health, it is
" the natureof suchthingsto be destroyedby defectand excess"
(1104al1-14). Thus,if an athletetakes eithertoo muchexercise
or too little, he destroyshis strength;similarly,health can be
impairedby eatingor drinkingtoo muchor too little, whilethat
whichis proportionate(summetra)both producesand increases
and preservesit (1104al5-18). The sameprincipleappliesto the
virtuesof courageand temperance. To fear everythingis to be
a coward;to fear nothingis to be rash. It is self-indulgentto
abstainfrom no pleasure,insensibleto abstainfrom all. Thus,
courage and temperance" are destroyedby excess and defect,
and preservedby the mean" (1104a18-27). Aristotleadds that
the samekind of activityas producesa certainstate,whetherthe
strengthof the athlete or an ethical virtue, is also the manifestationor actualizationof the state whenit has been produced
(1104a27-63). Now in at leastone obviousrespectthis statement
of the doctrinedoes indeedlack detailand precision. A quantitative idea is applied to virtue and to vice with only a vague
indicationof how it can be applicable. Quantitiesof food and
drinkcan be weighedand measured;exercisecan be timed. But
the quantitiesinvolvedin virtuousandviciousaction,whichmust
at least be roughly measurableif the analogy with athletic
trainingis to hold, are indicatedonly by referenceto fearing
everythingor nothing,indulgingin all pleasuresor in none.
Chapter6 gives a more explicit and definiteanswerto the
question what, in relation to ethical virtue and vice, are the
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variable quantitiesexcess or defect of which constitutesvice.
The matterwill becomeclear, Aristotlesays, if we considerthe
specificnatureof virtue. " In everythingthat is continuousand
divisible (sunecheikai diairetJ)it is possibleto take more, less,
or an equal amount, and that eitherin terms of the thing itself
or relativelyto us; and the equal is an intermediatebetween
excessand defect" (1106a26-29). Note firstthe precisemeaning
of the phrase " continuousand divisible". Quantitywhich is
continuousis not merelydivisible,but divisiblead infinitum:it
has no indivisible,atomic, parts. This is the definitionof continuous (suneches) in De Caelo 268a6 and Physics 231b16

(cf. 232b24, 233a25). Thus the sense conveyed by the whole
phraseis that of " continuous,i.e., divisiblead infinitum". Grant
and Stewartvery strangelytake the phraseto mean" continuous
and discrete". Quantitywhich is discreteis quantitywhich is
not divisiblead infinitum;and, if the numberof indivisibleunits
is odd, it cannotbe dividedat the half way point. Havingasked
us to considerthe natureof continuousquantity,Aristotleproceeds to try to explainthe distinctionbetween" the intermediate
in the object" (tou pragmatosmeson) and "the intermediate
relativeto us" (pros hemds)(1106a29-b7). Beforewe consider
his explanation,it is desirableto see what answerAristotlegives
us, in this chapter,to the mainquestionnot so far answered,viz.,
whatarethe quantitieswithwhichvirtueandviceareconcerned.
Ethicalvirtue " is concernedwith passionsand actions, and
in these there is excess, defect and the intermediate"(1106b1618). It is a meanbetweentwo vices, and the vices " respectively
fall shortof or exceedwhat is rightin both passionsand actions,
while virtueboth finds and chooses that whichis intermediate"
(1107a2-6). Similarly,in the summaryof the doctrine at the
beginningof chapter9, virtueis said to be a mean " becauseits
characteris to aimat whatis intermediate(stochastiketoumesou)
in passionsand in actions" (1109a20-24). The naturalmeaning
of thesestatementsis that in the case of everyvirtue,the virtuous
man conformsto the mean, avoids excess and defeat,in respect
both of passions and of actions. This is assertedby GauthierJolif:" Onpeutdonctenirpourassureque toutesles vertus,et pas
seulementla justice, ont pour domaineles activitesexterieures,
en ce sensqu' ellesassurentl'accomplissement
d'oeuvrespourvues
de certainesqualites. Mais elles ne peuventle fairesans moderer
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aussi les passions interieures"(pp. 141-2). But it is not clear
how strictly this should be taken. As regardsone important
virtue,justice,Aristotlehimselftells us that it is " a kindof mean,
but not in the same way as the other virtues" (V 5, 1133b32-3).
We are not concernedat presentwith the meaningof this statement. The main point probablyis that there is no single range
of passionswith whichjustice, in the sense in whichjustice is a
particularvirtue,is concerned. As regardsthe virtuesgenerally,
the followingpoint is important. One of the ways in which an
actioncan conforin,or fail to confonn, to the meanis in respect
of the feelingor emotionwhichis expressedin it and accompanies
it. Thus a braveman will go into battle feeling some fear, but
not too much. A temperateman at a partywill desireand enjoy
the good things that are going round, but not too much. Two
further points should be in our minds. In the case of some
classes of virtuousactions,but not of all, quantitativevariables,
other than degreesof feeling, are involved. For the temperate
man it may be a questionof how much to eat or drink;for the
liberalman of how muchmoneyto give away. But in the case of
other virtuesthere may be no such quantitativeaspect. A man
is not calledbravebecausehe kills neithertoo manynor too few
of the enemy. A man does not avoid the extremesof buffoonery
(bomolochia) and boorishness (agroikia) by making neither

too manyjokes nor too few (IV 8). The secondpoint is that all
virtuous actions, including those in which external divisible
objectsare involved,can be rightor wrongin respectswhichare
not quantitativeat all. They must be done, for example," at
the right times, with referenceto the right objects,towardsthe
right people" (1106b21). Aristotle shows awarenessof this in
the very centre of his exposition of the doctrine of the mean
(1106b21-24). There may be much that is unsatisfactoryand
unclearin Aristotle'sdoctrinethat virtuelies in a mean. But it
is wrong to criticizehim in a way which would imply that this
doctrineis the whole of what he has to say about virtue. What
the doctrinedoes assertis that virtueis manifestedin feelingsand
emotions,and also in actions,whichavoid excessand defect,and
that, whereaction is concernedwith extensivequantities,virtue
againshowsitselfin avoidingexcessand defect. The secondpart
of the doctrineas thus statedis comparativelytrivialand obvious.
But, in its application to "passions" (pathe), the doctrine
is importantand an importantpart of the truth about moral
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goodness. As we shall find, not all of Aristotle's critics have seen
this clearly or have given him the credit which is his due. I return
now to Aristotle's exposition of his doctrine in II 6.
" Both fear and confidence and appetite and anger and pity,
and in general, pleasure and pain may be felt both too much and
too little, and in both cases not well; but to feel them at the right
times, with reference to the right objects, towards the right people,
with the right motive, and in the right way, is what is both intermediate and best (meson kai ariston), and this is characteristic of
virtue. Similarly with regard to actions also there is excess,
defect and the intermediate " (1106bl8-24). In the application of
the mean to athletic training the reference was to continuous
extensive quanta, i.e., quanta with spatial or temporal dimensions.
When two such quanta, i.e., extensive quanta, differ in size the
lesser is equal to part of the greater. What is measured in the
case of passions, at least in their pfychical as opposed to physical
aspect, is intensive quantity, degree of intensity. The assertion
that quantity of this kind is continuous means, in the case of
feelings, that there is no smallest interval between one degree of
the feeling and another. Thus, if it is said that a pleasure or pain
is becoming continuously more intense, this means that the change
does not occur in jumps from one degree of intensity to the next:
there is no next, any more than, if an extensive quantity is continuous, there is a next size. Having referred to degrees of the
passions, Aristotle remarks that there is a mean, as well as excess
and defect, " similarly with regard to actions" (1 106b23-24).
This is not explained. It might, as we have seen, refer to the
degree of the passion which is felt in the performance of the
action. At least in some cases the referencemight be to extensive
quanta involved in the action as an external transaction, e.g., to
the amount of food consumed or the amount of goods transferred
from one owner to another. The parallel passage in the E.E. B3
appears to offer an explanation in the remark that " movement is
continuous, and action is movement" (1220b26). But the explanation is surely not intelligible; it would suggest that an action
achieves the mean by being neither too fast nor too slow.
We return now to Aristotle's explanation, earlier in the
chapter, of the distinction between the mean "in terms of the
thing itself " and the mean ' relatively to us" (1 106a28). The
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first point to notice is that the word which Aristotle starts by
using, in his opening statementon continuousquantity,is not
mean or intermediate (meson)

but equal (ison).

Equal to

what? There can be no answerexcept " equal to the amount
whichis right". This at once gives rise to a puzzle. If we have
to know what amount is right before we know that this is the
amountwhichis intermediate,then surelythe statementthat it is
of the essenceof virtueto aim at and hit the intermediatedoes
not tell us anythingwhich has practicalsignificance. We shall
returnto this question. In order to answerit we must decide
how far Aristotle claims to find a resemblancebetween the
ethicalmeanandthe meanin the mathematicalsenseof a quantity
intermediatebetweena largerand a smallerquantityand calculated from a priorknowledgeof the extremes. The resemblanc-.
or analogyfor whichwe mightlook is that knowledgeof what is
intermediatemight be reached,though not strictly calculated,
from a priorknowledgeof what would be too muchor too little.
But, if Aristotledid meanto implythis, his use of the wordequal
instead of intermediatein 1106a27would be misleading.
Aristotlenow tellsus that by the " intermediatein the object"
he means" that whichis equidistantfrom each of the extremes,
which is one and the same for all men" (1106a29-31). By the
" intermediaterelativelyto us " he means" that whichis neither
too much nor too little ". This may well not be the half-way
point betweentwo extremes,and it is " not one, nor the samefor
all" (1106a31-2). Aristotle illustratesagain from the training
of athletes. If a rationof ten pounds(of meat)is too muchand
two poundstoo little,it does not follow that the trainerwill order
six pounds. This might be too much for the beginner,but too
little for Milo, a wrestlerof whom Athenaeus(X, 412-413) tells
us thathe onceate a wholeox in the courseof a day (1106a33-bS).
Thus, a masterof any art chooses " the intermediatenot in the
object but relativelyto us " (I 106b5-7).
Thereis nothing,so far as I can see, abstruseor elusivein the
doctrineconveyedby this passage:that the ethicalmeanmustbe
appropriateto circumstancesincluding facts about the agent
himself. The meanis not " one and the same" for all (1106a32).
The mathematicalterms in which Aristotle chooses to express
himselfneed not, and indeedcannot,be takenvery seriously. It
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is a lecturer'spatter. Do not imagine,he is saying,that finding
the meanis a mattersimplyof " splittingthe difference" between
opposing over- and under-estimates. It is not as easy as that.
On the evidenceof this passage, there is no suggestionof any
derivationof the meanfrompriorknowledge
quasi-mathematical
of the extremes. This is made obvious by the fact that the
extremesmentioned,ten pounds and two pounds of meat, are
quite arbitrary. If the extremesnamedhad beenten poundsand
six pounds, the mean for the man beginning his training, a
quantityless than six pounds,would not have been intermediate
at all.
SinceI find nothingeitherobscureor profoundin Aristotle's
distinction here between the " mean in the object" and the
" mean relativeto us ", I do not agree with the commentators
who makeheavyweatherof this passage. I havein mindJoachim
in particular (pp. 85-89). He extracts from the passage a
"geometricalproportion",i.e., an equationof the form a :b::c:d
of which the terms are the amount of a passion " embodiedin
this act " by a givenagent,the amountwhichthe man of practical
wisdomwouldembody,the natureof the agentand the natureof
the wise man. The mean to be determrinedis "the meson
(mean)in a geometricalproportion,and thereforethe range of
its variationsis determinedby preciselimits" (p. 87). I do not
find any of this in the text. Moreover,I do not think that the
expression" meanin a geometricalproportion" is significant:as
thereare four termsin the proportionas formulatedby Joachim
there is no middleterm (when a:b::b:c, b is the " geometrical
mean" betweena and c). Aristotleis not sayingthat the ethical
mean, while not an arithmeticalmean (a-b=b-c), is some other
kind of mathematicalmean.
The next step in Aristotle'sexposition of the doctrineis a
suggestionthat the principleof the mean is exemplifiedin the
successfulproductsof the arts. " We often say of good worksof
art that it is not possibleeitherto take away or to add anything,
implyingthat excessand defectdestroythe goodnessof worksof
art, while the mean preservesit" (1106b8-14). This remark
again is surely a popular illustration,a lecturer'saside, rather
than an essentialpart of the exposition. The idea of spoiling
a work of art by addingor removinga part is remotefrom the
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idea of excess and defect in action constituted by choosing too
much or too little from a continuous range of quantities, whether
extensive as amounts of food or intensive as " amounts ", in
terms of degree, of a passion. Aristotle, in expounding the mean,
allows himself to range over a wide territory. But for the student
of the Ethics the important passages are those in which he
formally and explicitly applies the doctrine to virtuous and
vicious passions and actions.
There are two further passages which should be noticed in
Aristotle's exposition of the mean in II 6. They are important
not because they add any new points to the doctrine, or because
they modify points which have been made, but rather because
they indicate implications of the doctrine which have to be stated
in order to anticipate or eliminate misunderstanding. The first
is the statement that ethical virtue, while in its essence a mean, is
an extreme " with regard to what is best and right " (1 107a6-8);
cf. 1107a23; "What is intermediate is in a sense an extreme"
(pis akron), Aristotle is pointing out that, on a scale of merit, a
virtue is above both the corresponding vices and not between
them. Thus to be in a state of excess or deficiency in relation
to a virtue is to have a vice not to have a virtue but too much of
it or too little of it. Similarly in IV 3 Aristotle says of the proud
man that he is " an extreme in respect of the greatness of his
claims, but a mean in respect of the rightness of them " (1 123b1314). This point is closely connected with the point made in the
second, and immediately following, passage which we have to
consider.
" But not every action nor every passion admits of a mean;
for some have names that already imply that badness is included
in them (etithus onomastai suneilJmmenameta tes phaulotetos),
e.g., spite, shamelessness, envy, and, in the case of actions,
adultery, theft, murder; for all of these and such like things imply
by their names that they are themselves bad, and not the excesses
or deficiencies of them" (1 107a9-14). The opening words of
this passage might suggest that Aristotle was asserting or
admitting that there are exceptions to the doctrine of the mean,
ranges of actions or passions to which it does not apply. But he
is making a purely logical point which arises from the fact that
certain words are used to name not ranges of action or passion
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but determinationswithina rangewiththe implication,as partof
the meaningof the word,that they are excessiveor defective,and
thereforewrong. Thus, envy is never right and properbecause
" envy" conveysthat it is wrong and improper. Again, it does
not make sense to ask when murderis right becauseto call a
killing " murder" is to say that it is wrong. Most of the commentatorsget this point right, but Stewartat least is wrong or
confusedwhen he says: " Thereare certainpassionsand actions
which cannot be so modified as to form parts of an orderly
characterand life, but must be eradicatedby education" (i 120).
This may be true,but it is not the pointwhichAristotleis making
in this passage. There is a point about the vocabularyof the
passagewhich should be noticed becauseof its significancefor
the doctrine. Aristotlesaysthat somewordsnamecombinations
of elementswith the implicationthat badnessis included. The
word corresponding to "combinations" is suneilemmena
(1107alO); cf., E.E. B.3, 1221b18-26. The word is applied
in the Metaphysicsto the combinationof matterand form. Thus,
in ZIOhe speaks of " things in which the form and matterare
taken together" (suneilemmena to eidos kai hi hule) (1035 a25-

26). The standardexampleof a termwhichrefersto both form
and matter is "the snub" (tJ simon). "'Snub' is bound up
with matter" (suneilemmenameta tes hules) (for what is snub

is a concavenose) (1025b32). We can now restate,makinguse
of the Aristotelianexpressions,form and matter,the point which
Aristotleis makingin the E.N. In our vocabularyfor referring
to actions and passionsthere are words which name mnisformations; and, in such cases, thereis no sense in askingwhat is the
right formationof the object named. This, and no more than
this, is whatAristotlemeanswhenhe saysthat " not everyaction
nor everypassionadmitsof a mean" (1107a8-9).
I have claimed that the doctrine of the mean states " an
importantpart of the truth about moral goodness" (ppl86/7).
I wishnow to amplifythis statementand, in connexionwith it, to
commenton a criticismof Aristotle'sdoctrinemade by Ross in
his Aristotle. The discoveryfor which I wish to give Aristotle
credit is that of the distinctionbetweentwo differentkinds of
moralgoodness,the goodnessof the man who does whatis right
in spite of desireswhichinclinehim stronglynot to do it and the
goodnessof the manwho doeswhatis rightwithoutanyresistance
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from unruly or discordantdesires,the man whose inclinations
are in harmonywith his conceptof the life he ought to lead. It
would, perhaps,be more correctto speakof this as a distinction
betweenclasses of good actions than betweenmen. For most
men, sometimesat least, find that duty and inclinationcoincide;
and most men, sometimesat least,findthat they do not coincide.
If we ask ourselveswhich of these two kinds of goodnessis the
better,we find ourselvesdistractedby a difficulty. In one way
we admirethe man who behaveswell in a battle withoutundue
distressmorethan the man who has to overcomeobviousterror.
In one waya mannaturallymoderatein his appetitesis betterthan
a man who has to struggleto controlthem. On the otherhand,
the meritof moralvictoryseemsto be enhancedwhentherehave
been obstaclesto overcome. Is the saint,or moralhero,the man
who is not temptedor the man who strugglessuccessfullywith
temptations?
The man who does what is right,in spite of opposingdesires,
is given by Aristotlethe name conventionallytranslated" continent" (enkrates). He is distinguishedfrom the man who is
temperate(sophron),whosedesiresare in harmonywith the right
rule, being neitherexcessivenor defective. I quote from E.N.
VII 9: " for both the continentman and the temperateman are
such as to do nothing contraryto the rule for the sake of the
bodily pleasures,but the formerhas and the latterhas not bad
appetites,and the latter is such as not to feel pleasurecontrary
to the rule,whilethe formeris such as to feel pleasurebut not to
be led by it" (1151b34-1152a3). To make this distinctionso
clearlywas a majorachievementin the reflectivestudyof human
conduct. If it has becomea platitude,this is what happensto
many discoveriesin philosophy. As to the relativerankingof
these two kindsof moralgoodness,Aristotle,I think, takesit for
granted that " continence " is a second best to " temperance "

or virtue:it is betternot to have bad or excessivedesires. He
does not formulateand face the problem,and there is still no
agreed solution. But Aristotle's doctrine of the mean, taken
along with his treatmentin Book VII of continence(enkrateia)
andincontinence(akrasia),bringstheprobleminto the light.
Ross's chapterVII (Ethics)in his Aristotlehas much that is
interestingand suggestiveto say on the doctrineof the mean
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(pp. 194-196, and, with reference to particular virtues, pp. 202208). But, in an important section of his criticism, he appears to
take insufficient account of the distinction between virtue and
continence, which I have held to be the vital centre of the doctrine.
Ross writes: " The essential thing is not that feelings should have
some particularintensity, but that they should be thoroughly subjugated to the ' right rule' or, as we might say, to the sense of
duty" (p. 195). At this point Ross does not press his criticism;
he points out that Aristotle's definition of virtue does include
" determined by a rational principle ". But he returns to the
attack in a passage later in the chapter (p. 206) where he contends
that " the trinitarian scheme of virtues and vices is mistaken ",
and that " each virtue has but one opposite vice ". " Must not
this be so from the nature of the distinction between virtue and
vice? Vice is passive obedience to natural instinct, virtue the
controlling of instinct by sense of duty or by soine other high
motive-as Aristotle says, by the rule discerned by reason. There
can be too little of such control, but there cannot be too much "
(p. 206). It is clear that Aristotle has a reply to this criticism.
The criticism lumps together two states of character which
Aristotle has been anxious to distinguish, continence and virtue,
both of which are mnanifestedin the control of natural instinct.
In order to distinguish them it is essential, as the doctrine of the
mean affirms, " that feelings should have some particular
intensity ".

Ross goes on to say that what Aristotle has seen, though he
has not expressed it very well, is that, in many cases at all events,
" natural reactions to stimulus go in pairs of opposites " (p. 206).
Thus, in Aristotle's account of courage two types of feeling are
involved, fear and "cheer" or love of danger (v. J. L. Stocks in
Mind, 1919). Both must be controlled. So, Ross suggests, we
must substitute for Aristotle's trinity " not one duality but two ".
-Courage is control of fear and cowardice the lack of control.
Discretion is the control of cheer and rashness the lack of control.
Again the distinction between virtue and continence disappears
in this corrected version of Aristotle. The distinction requires
us, if there are two distinct ranges of feeling, to recognize not two
vices but four, and this is just what Aristotle does in his treatment
of courage in E.N. III 7. In principle at least, even if some types
of character are too rare to have been given a name, as in the
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case of the man who has no fear (11 15b24-28), there is excess and
defect of both fear and its opposite. It would be natural to
suppose that this implies two virtues, even if " courage "
(andeia) is the name for both. But N. Hartmann, in his.
Ethics Ch. 61, suggests that for Aristotle there is one virtue with
two aspects, i.e., virtue, as he puts it, is a "synthesis of values"'
(Wertsynthese) (pp. 517-518). In this he seems to be right,
Aristotle appears to hold that courage and discretion, in the sense
given to it by Ross, are aspects of a single virtue.
I have argued that Aristotle's " trinitarian scheme " is a
necessary deduction from the important distinction which he
makes between virtue and continence. But Ross finds in
Aristotle's treatment of temperance (sophrosune) confirmation
of the view that each virtue should be opposed to only one vice.
The vice which consists in the excessive indulgence of physical
appetites is profligacy (akolasia). Aristotle admits that ther
vice of defect has no name. " People who fall short with regard
to pleasures and delight in them less than they should are hardly
found; for such insensibility (anaisthesia) is not human. Even
the other animals distinguish different kinds of food and enjoy
some and not others; and if there is anyone who finds nothing
pleasant and nothing more attractive than anything else, he must
be something quite different from a man; this sort of person has
not received a name because he hardly occurs" (dia to merpanu
ginesthai) (III 11, 1119a5-1 1). Ross is surely not justified in
suggesting that, in this passage, we see " the breakdown of the
doctrine of the mean" (207). Even if complete insensibility
would be inhuman, it may be claimed that defective degrees of
sensibility are not uncommon. But is such a defect vicious? In
the sense that it is a deviation from a reasonable standard of
human excellence it surely is. Ross will not allow this. " There
is here no vice of defect; the ' defect ' can only be either an,
innate insensibility for which one cannot be blamed, or asceticism,
which is not enslavement to instinct but subjugation of instinct
to a rule, though perhaps not to the ' right rule' " (207).
There are two comments to be made on these argumentsX
First, the suggestion that a man " cannot be blamed " for
" innate insensibility" would, if pursued, have wide-ranging
implications for Aristotle's whole theory of ethical virtue and
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vice. The profligate man might claim to be the victim of innate
sensibility. Again, a similar argument might be used against the
appropriateness of praising a man for courage and temperance,.
if these virtues can be developed only on the basis of normal and
healthy innate tendencies. The argument might thus lead to the
conclusion that, from a moral point of view, what should be
blamed is incontinence not vice, and what should be praised is
continence, control of " instinct " when control is difficult, not
effortless virtue. Secondly, Aristotle would not accept the
descriptions which Ross gives of vice as " passive obedience to
natural instinct" (206), or " enslavement to instinct" (207).
According to Aristotle the vicious man deliberately pursues his
ill-judged end. If, then, an ascetic is a man in whose " end ", or
plan of life, there is no place, or not an adequate place, for bodily
pleasures, Aristotle would surely reject Ross's assumption that
asceticism is not a vice. The ascetic follows a rule which, as,
Ross says, is not the right rule. No doubt some deviations from
right rules are much more serious than others. But the following
of wrong rules is, in Aristotle's view, the essence of vice.
We have already seen, in considering Aristotle's doctrine that
the mean is " relative to us" (1 106a29ff), that he does not make
clear how close an analogy he wishes to suggest between the
ethical mean and the various types of mean in mathematics.
Does the ethical doctrine assert only that deviations from what
is right may be either excessive or defective, or does it assert also
that, just as in mathematics, the extremes are data from which the
mean is calculated, so, with due allowance for the fact that ethics
is not mathematical, there is in moral thinking a movement of'
thought from the extremes to the mean? Aristotle does not
explicitly make this second assertion, but Ross implies that it was
in his mind. " Even in the light of Aristotle's disclaimer of the
suggestion that any mere arithmetical calculation will tell us what
we should do, to describe virtue as essentially a mean suggests
that we first know the extremes and from them infer the mean "
(p. 195). Ross suggests that we do sometimes reach decisions in
this way, e.g., in deciding how much to give to a charity we might
start by thinking that ?100 was too much and ?5 too little, and
then work inwards. In this way a man might " finally decide
what it would be right to give" (p. 196). But Ross thinks that
normally " we recognise what is too much and too little by
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recognizing what is right ". Similarly, as Ross might have added,
we recognise what is false by first finding what is true.
Have we any grounds for atti ibuting to Aristotle the idea that,
at least sometimes, we " work inwards " from the extremes to the
mean? I think that Ross could have put his case more strongly
if he had connected the suggestion with Aristotle's doctrine that
ethical knowledge is only approximate, that it lacks mathematical
precision (akribeia) (I 7, 1098a26-32; cf. I 3, 1096bl 1-27). In
the example of the subscription to charity we are, in fact, unlikely
to decide that some determinate sum, say ?25, is right. We are
more likely to decide not to give more than ?30 or less than ?20,
and then quite arbitrarily fix on ?26 5s. Od. The brackets are
brought closer, but they remain separated. And so what is right
is defined as coming between certain limits, and in this sense is a
mean. The idea is expressed accurately by the words of Horace,
sunt certi deniquefines
quos ultra citraque nequit consistere rectum.
In E.N. IX 10 Aristotle considers the question whether
there is " a limit to the number of one's friends, as there is to
the size of a city ". " You cannot make a city of ten men, and
if there are a hundred thousand it is a city no longer. But the
proper number is presumably not a single number, but anything
that falls between certain fixed points " (1 170b29-33). Similarly
in X 3, in a discussion of the argument that pleasure cannot be
good because it is indeterminate (aoristos), Aristotle points out
that health, while determinate, nevertheless admits of greater and
less. "The same proportion (summetria) is not found in all
things, nor a single proportion always in the sarfmething, but it
may be relaxed and yet persist up to a point (anieniene diamenei
heos tinos), and it may differ in degrees" (1 173a23-28). Ethical
virtue, like health, " may be relaxed and yet persist ". In a given
situation there is no precisely determinate intensity of feeling
which is characteristic of courage or temperance. Any degree
within a limited range is good enough to avoid the vices of excess
and defect. It is not merely that we do not know which degree
within that range is the right degree. There is no one right degree.
Any degree within the range is right, just as any subscription
between ?20 and ?30 would be right. I suggest that, in the
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passages to which I have referred, the doctrine of the approximateness of non-mathematical knowledge and the doctrine of the
mean are interconnected and help each to elucidate the other.
In the account which I have given of the doctrine of the mean,
as Aristotle explains it in E.N. II 6, 1 have made no reference to,
the view of those commentators who say that it is important to
take account of certain physical doctrines in the exposition of
which Aristotle makes use of the term mesotes. It is claimed
that, in these other uses of the term, we find clues to the interpretation of the ethical doctrine, and that without these clues the
doctrine cannot be fully understood. I think that the most
important of the passages adduced are the treatment of sense
perception in De Anima B and the theory, in De Gen.et Corr.117,
of the combination or fusion of elements to form compound
bodies (homoiomere). This approach to the doctrine of ethical
virtue was explored by Burnet, and is expounded in his Introductory Note to Book II. Burnet's views appear to have influenced Mure's account of the mean in his Aristotle (pp. 141, 142
and Note 1 on p. 107), and also Joachim's treatment of the subject
in his commentary on the E.N. There are some critical comments
on Burnet's interpretation in Joseph's Essays on Ancient and
Modern Philosophy VI, pp. 156-158 and the footnote on pp. 170,
171. Burnet was clearly right to raise the question whether
Aristotle's use of the term mesotes in other words throws light on
the doctrine of the Ethics. But I do not think that he succeeds in
showing that it does. I think that his attempt fails in two ways.
First, he fails to produce evidence that the idea on which he lays
most stress is, in fact, part of Aristotle's doctrine in the Ethics.
This is the idea of the combination, or blending, of opposites in
determinate ratios. It is not easy to find this in the doctrine of
the ethical mean. Secondly, the doctrines to which Burnet refers
belong to Aristotle's now obsolete speculations in physics and
physiology. They are, if intelligible at all, more obscure than the
doctrine of the Ethics. Thus, if they were helpfully relevant to
the interpretation of the E.N., they would throw only a murky
light.
Burnet tells us that "we must go to the Physics for Aristotle's
moral philosophy " (p. 69), but does not give us a clear account
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of what we find when we go there. He says that the Greek word
mesotes does not mean "only or even primarily the arithmetical
mean ", but is " the oldest word for a proportion of any kind
however determined" (p. 70). In the following paragraph he
speaks of the mean as a "ratio between opposites" (p. 71).
This makes it likely that he is using " proportion" as a synonym
for " ratio ", but he does not say what he has in mind when he
speaks of a " proportion of any kind ". What are the different
kinds of ratio? Moreover the sentences which immediately
follow, although presumably intended to elucidate the determination of a proportion, do not in fact mention any ratios. " We
must admit that a feeling like fear is capable of such determination; for we must fear either more or less or equally. And
the same is true of an act like giving away money; for we must
give away either more or less or an equal sum" (p. 70). As we
saw earlier, " equal " in 1106a26ff is a surprising substitute for
"intermediate" (meson). But how is any ratio involved? Burnet
says, that, in the theory of goodness as a mean, the ratio is
between opposites. Joachim seems to imply the same idea when
he translates horismene logo (1107al) in Aristotle's definition of
virtue as " determined by a proportion ". But the idea of a ratio
between opposites has, so far as I can see, no possible application
to the example of giving away greater or smaller sums of money:
the right sum is not a ratio between a larger and a smaller sum.
What of Burnet's other example? Does Aristotle's analysis of
courage involve a mean which is a " ratio between opposites"?
It is true that courage has for its sphere the opposed feelings of
fear (phobos) and cheer (tharrios) (E.N. III 6ff). But, as Allan
correctly states, Aristotle treats these feelings " not as opposite
points on a single scale, so related that to exceed in one is to fall
short in the other (like hot and cold), but as distinct emotions
each admitting of excess, moderation and deficiency" (The
Philosophy of Aristotle, p. 173). Aristotle does not say that
courage lies in a ratio between amounts or degrees of fear and
amounts or degrees of cheer. He describes it rather as involving
appropriate, and intermediate, degrees of both these ranges of
feeling. This fact makes it impossible to understand the mean as
an equipoise, determined by a ratio, between the opposed feelings
or qualities. As we have seen, it is not clear how these two means
are connected or integrated in courage as Aristotle conceives it.
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But, even if it were possible to give sense to the suggestion that
courage essentially involves a ratio between opposite passions
and to produce evidence that Aristotle maintained this, the general
assertion that the ethical mean is a ratio between opposites could
not be maintained. It is not applicable to excessive and defective
sums of money, to the mean in action in respect of divisible
goods. And, on the side of feeling, not every virtue is concerned,
as courage is, with ranges of contrary passions. Aristotle tells us
that temperance is concerned primarily with bodily pleasures,
and with pains only in the sense of the " pain " caused by the
absence of such pleasures (E.N. III 10, 11, especially 1118b27-33).
I can see here no possibility of interpreting the mean as being
"determined by a ratio" between opposites.
I have argued that Aristotle's ethical mean is not as such a
ratio of opposites. But Burnet, as we have seen, asserts that
mesotes is "the oldest word for a proportion", apparently in the
sense of ratio. If mesotes means ratio, we must look for a ratio in
the mean. But mesotes means a state of being between or in the
middle. It does not mean " ratio " for which the Greek word is
logos in one of its senses (not, in my opinion, the sense it has
in the definition of ethical virtue). But it is, of course, true that
any ratio, being a quantity, lies between ratios which are larger
and ratios which are smaller. Burnet reports correctly that, in
his physical and physiological doctrine, Aristotle emphasises the
intermediate character of certain ratios. Although these ideas
are not as closely relevant to the ethical doctrine of the mean as
Burnet thought, it will be helpful to follow some further steps in
Burnet's exposition. Consider the following passage. " Now the
form which is the cause of all becoming is always a ratio (logos)
or mean (mesotes) between the two opposites, it is a definite
' interval' as musicians call it, a fixed proportion in which the
opposites neutralise one another and give rise to a new product "
(p. 71). Burnet next suggests that " a chemical formula like
H20 is the most typical instance of what he calls a logos or mesotes'
(pp. 71-2). It is not clear why Burnet is so pleased with the
example of the chemical formula. For, although this is a ratio,
it is not a ratio of opposites. But his reference to intervals in
music does lead us to an Aristotelian application of the idea of a
ratio of opposites, the application of the idea to ranges of sensible
qualities. The doctrine of the formation of " homoeomerous "
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substances,such as flesh and bone, is another instance which
Burnetadducesat the end of his IntroductoryNote (pp. 72, 3).
I have shown that Burnetappearsto use the word " proportion" as a synonymfor " ratio". How else might he have
used it? What other meaningmight be presentto his mind?
" Proportion"in mathematicsis used in the sense of equalityof
ratios, i.e., a/b b/c if the proportionis "continuous",and
a/b = c/d if it is "discrete ". The Greek term for proportion in

this sense is analogia, defined by Aristotle in E.N. V 3 as
isotes login (1131a31). Aristotle here says that a proportion
"involves four terms at least ", since a continuousproportion
"uses one term as two and mentionsit twice" (1131a31-b3).
He points out that analogiain this sense is called "geometrical'"
in mathematics(1131b12-13),and he distinguishesit, in h is
treatment of justice, from "'arithmetical proportion", e.g.,
a-b - b-c (1131b32-1132a2; cf. II 6, 1106a35-6). There is a

certain vagueness in Burnet's use of "proportion" which
suggeststhat he maynot havebeenclearlyawareof its ambiguity.
Whetherthis is so or not, I think that in Joachim'scommentary
"proportion"is equivalentsometimesto analogia,equality of
ratios, not logos ratio. When he translates horismenelogo
(1107al) in Aristotle'sdefinitionof ethicalvirtueas " determined
by a proportion", " proportion" seems to mean ratio (p. 89).
But, whenhe uses the expression"meson(mean)in a geometrical
proportion" (87), the context,especiallythe " rule" formulated
at the bottomof p. 88, impliesthat " proportion" has the meaning "equality of ratios". (See above page 189 on Joachim's
view.)
The way in whichthe musical" interval" involvesa ratio of
oppositesis not made clear by Burnet. The pitch of a note in
music dependson the length of the stringin the lyre, or more
directlyon the frequencyof the sound waves, and hence the
intervalbetweentwo notes is correlatedwith a numericalratio.
The Pythagoreansdiscoveredthat the intervalsbetweennotes in
the scaleare correlatedwith simplerationalfractions,that for the
octavebeing 1/2, for the fifth 3/2, etc. So far thereis no ratio of
contraries. But we find, in Aristotle's account of sensible
qualities,a theorythat determinatequalitieswithin a range are
the product,in some sense, of a blendingof oppositesin a ratio
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(De Anima III 2, 426a27ff;cf. 423b27-424b3,407b30-31). The

oppositesfor hearingare the sharpand the flat (426a30-31), for
sight white and black,for taste sweetand bitter(426b8-12). A
sufficientexcessof one oppositein the objectof sensecan make
perceptionimpossible,and perception,therefore,dependson a
ratio (logos) which is a mean (mesotes) between extremes.
Accordingto Aristotle, there is a corresponding,or identical,
ratio in the facultyor organof sense. It is not, I think,possible
to find in the De Anima any clear and consistentaccountof the
sense in which sensationis a ratio (logos) or mean (mesotes).
Some of the difficultiesin the way of makingthe doctrineintelligiblewere pointed out acutelyby J. L. Stocks in an article
("Logos and Mesotes in the De Anima of Aristotle") in the Journal

of Philology,vol. 33 (1914). But, at least in some passages,
Aristotleseems committedto a doctrinethat all sensibleforms
are ratios in the sense of being blends, accordingto a ratio, of
opposed qualities. As regardshearingthe doctrineis stated in
the followingpassage(see Ross's notes on the text and its interpretation):"If voice (phone) always implies a concord
(sumphonia), andif the voice andthe hearingof it arein one sense
one and the same, and if concordalwaysimpliesa ratio,hearing
as well as whatis heardmustbe a ratio. Thatis why the excessof
either the sharp or the flat destroysthe hearing"(426a27-31).
Ross quotesa statementof this difficultdoctrinefrom Simplicius
194. 15-19: The actualobjectof hearingis saidto be in a concord
(sumphonia)of extremes,so that it avoids excess or defect;
concordis definedas being, as it were, a blendingof extremes
(hoion krasis tis ousa tin akron).

This evidence shows that

Aristotlemighthavetriedto exhibitthe ethicalmeanas a mixture
of oppositesaccordingto a ratio. But he does not, in fact, do so.
By not doingso he avoidsseriousdifficulties,if not absurdities.
It has been suggestedthat the way in whichthe concept of a
mean (mesotes) enters into Aristotle's account of senseperceptionhelps us to understandwhat Aristotle says in the
Nicomachean Ethics about the role of perception(aisthesis) in
ethical cognition. The suggestionwas elaboratedby Mr. E.
HarrisOlmstedin an articleentitled" The 'moral sense' aspect
of Aristotle's ethical theory" (American Journal of Philology,
1948). The objectof the articleis definedat the outset as being
"to bring into relation the use of the term mesotes (i) in
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Aristotle'stheory of perceptionas stated in the De Anima,and
(ii) in his accountof the differentiaof virtuein the Nicomachean
Ethics" (p. 42). The writer does not claim to show a close
connexion,and sucha claimwouldlack initialplausibility. For
the applicationof the termin Aristotle'stheoryof perceptionis,
at least primarily,to the perceptionof objectsperceptibleby one
sense only, colour, sound, taste (De Anima, 418a 7-16); and
Aristotleinsiststhat practicalsenseis not like this kind of sense
(E.N. VI 8, 1142a25-30). And Aristotleis right. Seeingwhat
shouldbe done is not like seeinga colour.
Mr. HarrisOlmstedstartsfrom the accountof " the physiological side of sense-perception"in the De Anima (423b30424a7). The sense-organis " sensitiveto a set of qualitiesranging
betweenextremes,and to be sensitiveto the whole rangeit must
itself be a kind of mixtureof the opposed qualities,in which
neitherextremeundulypredominates" (p. 43). In its application
to temperaturethis accountsays that, for an objectto be felt as
warmor cold, it must be warmeror colderthan the organ. But
the articlepoints out that this accountcannot be appliedto the
sensesgenerally. " Sightand hearing,far from havinga neutral
spot, are most acute in the middle of their range"; and " we
perceiveby touch whatis just as hardor soft as we are" (p. 44).
Moreoverthe writerdoes not try to explain,still less defend,the
idea that the sense-organis " a kind of mixture" (what kind?)
of the opposed qualities. Nor does he, as I understand,claim
that the ethical mean is a mixtureof opposed emotions,or of
pleasures*andopposed pains. He discusses helpfully some
in the De Anima(424al7crucialpassagesaboutsense-perception
b3, 431a8-20) and about " moral sense" in the Nicomachean
Ethics (1142a25-30 and 1143a35-blO; cf. 1109b22-3, 1126b3-4).

It is right to stress the importance,in Aristotle'saccount of
virtuous conduct, of the doctrine that the virtuous man exercises
intuitive judgment in particular situations. But Mr. Harris

Olmstedwishedto hold that the doctrineof the ethicalmean is
primarilya doctrineabout moral sense. I do not think he has
shownthis. But,if he had, it wouldstill be questionablewhether
the doctrineof the mean in sense-perception
helps us to understandthe doctrineof moralsense. He hardlyclaimsthat it does.
As we have seen, he has himselfpointed acutelyto obscurities
and weaknessesin the doctrineof the perceptualmean. It would
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not be profitable, he tells us, to try to" interpretmoral perception

(p. 58).
rigidly" in termsof Aristotle'stheoryof sense-perception
Hencethe theoryof the ethicalmean, as seen in the light of the
De Anima, seemsin the end, for Mr. HarrisOlmsted,to fade out
into the broad and innocuousassertionthat to be virtuousis to
be " able to deal with the particularmoral situation clearsightedly"(p. 61).
Aristotle'stheory of the "chemical"compositionof homoeomerousbodies, mineralsand tissues, by fusion of the physical
elementsis stated in De Gen. et Corr. II 7, 334b20-30,and is
explainedin Joachim's Commentary. The whole passage is
quoted as being " speciallyinstructive"by Burnet(pp. 72-3).
Flesh and bones, for example,are formedas the resultof " the
reciprocalaction-passionof a completely-hotand a completelycold which were presentin amountsapproximatelybalancedor
equal" (Joachimp. 241). The opposites,dryandmoistand hot
and cold, producefleshand bone and the remainingcompounds
"in accordancewith a mean" (kata mesoteta), i.e., according
to a ratio whichis a mean (334b28-30). If one of the contraries
is presentin sufficientexcess,blendingwill not occur;the result,
accordingto Aristotle, will be either bare matter or the one
extreme " existing in its full reality without qualification"
(entelecheia haplks) (334b28ff). But, when there is no such
excess,then in the processof mixingthe contraries" destroyone
another's excesses" and produce something intermediate
(metaxu) "which,accordingas it is potentiallymore hot than
cold or vice versa, will possess a power-of-heating that is double

or tripleits power-of-cooling,or in some otherratio" (334b1316).
It is importantto notice the following point about these
speculationsof Aristotle. The theory of the ratio of opposites
must be stated, if it is to be intelligible,in terms of opposites
which are absolute not relative, i.e., not just cross-sections of a

rangeof qualitiesor of intensities. If this werenot so, the theory
would involve a viciousinfiniteregresssince the extremesthemselveswould be constitutedby ratios. In Aristotle'sphilosophy
of naturethe two pairsof primaryqualities,hot and cold and dry
and fluid, are indeed absolute. The possible combinationsof
them, excludingthe couplingof contraries,constitutethe simple
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bodies of which what we call fire (hot and dry), air (hot and
fluid),water(coldandfluid)andearth(coldanddry)" areimpure
or exaggeratedforms" (Ross, Aristotle, p. 106). Similarly,
Aristotle'stheoryof sensiblequalitiesas ratios of oppositespresupposes, for example,the notion of an absolute low and an
absolutehighin pitch,and the notion of the absolutelysweetand
the absolutelybitter. The difficultyof these notions mightwell
be taken to be a fatal weaknessin the theories. In the case of
the ethicalmean the difficultiesare so obviousand glaringas to
constitute in themselvesa serious objectionto Burnet'sinterpretationof the doctrine. As we have alreadyseen, the mean in
the case of divisiblegoods, such as money or food, cannot be a
ratio of oppositesbecauseit would not make sense to speak of
ratiosbetweenamountsof the absolutelylargeand the absolutely
small. Josephelucidatesthe difficultyclearly,with referenceto
passions (pathe), in his criticismof Burnet. He arguesthat the
logos by which the mesotesis determinedcannot be a ratio of
contraryimpulses. " For these impulseswould themselvesbe
capableof rangingin degreeof strength,and it is difficultto see
how the ratioin whichtheyareto be combined,in orderto secure
the ' mean' required,can be fixedunlessthe strengthof each is
first fixed. Yet this strengthmight in turn be regardedas involving a combinationof contrariesin a certainratio, and so
ad infinitum". (Essays in Ancientand ModernPhilosophy,p. 171.)

Burnet tells us to "go to the Physics for Aristotle's moral
philosophy" (p. 69). I have arguedthat Aristotledid not in fact
import into his Ethicsthe "physical"ideas which Burnetfinds
there. I think we shouldbe glad that he did not do so. For, if
he had, he wouldhave spoiledhis ethicaldoctrineby introducing
into it confusionsand mistakesfromwhichit is in fact free.
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